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Getresponse Tutorial PDF - Email Marketing with
Getresponse
In this tutorial you will learn how to use getresponse for your Email Marketing and Marketing
Automation. Each section below will cover a different feature of getresponse and how to use it.
If you don’t already have an account, click here to create a FREE Account.

GetResponse Pricing
To view the latest plans, visit the official Getresponse pricing page. Choose your plan based on
the features you will need in your Marketing endeavors.

#1 How to Signup on Getresponse
Step 1: Visit getresponse.com.
Step 2: Click on the Sign up Free button. Or click here to go to the signup form.
Step 3: To create your account, enter your name, email and a strong password. Then click on
the Create account button.
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Step 4: Activate your account. An activation link will be sent to your email. Open it and click on,
Activate My Account.
Step 5: Fill in all your contact details. Then complete any questions that follow.
Close the ‘ Welcome to Getresponse’ message and you’ll end up in your dashboard.

For 30 days, you will get access to all features. After that, if you do not upgrade, your account
will default to the new forever free plan.

#2 Getresponse Dashboard Overview
Now that you’ve set up your account, let’s have an overview of the dashboard. The dashboard
has a link to all the features you will need.

If you click on Menu , you will see a list of all Getresponse features.
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Links/ features on the main Admin dashboard
The following are links visible on the menu and on the main menu bar of your Get response
dashboard.

Email marketing : This is where you can create and manage different Email newsletters and
templates.
Autoresponders: Here you can automatically send emails to your subscribers. There are
different types of automatic emails you can send.
Automation : This is a powerful feature that enables you to automate your Email marketing by
targeting subscribers based on actions they take, various filters, triggers and conditions.
Webinars: Create webinars and invite emails to signup for your live webinars.
Web push notifications: Let’s you communicate with your subscribers using browser
notifications.
Conversion funnel: Create sales funnels and other types of funnels with a specific goal.
Landing pages: With this, you can create beautiful landing pages depending on your objective.
Forms: Use different types of forms for lead generation/ collection.
Paid ads: Create targeted FB/ IG/ Google  ads using the getresponse interface.
Website Builder : New feature that enables you create functional websites using the
getresponse drag and drop site builder.
Integrations and API : Enable different integrations here. The API key can also be generated
from here.
Files and Images: This is your file Manager. Media other documents you uploaded will be here
for you to manage.
Stores and products: Add products here. Products may be used in funnels and added to web
pages.
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Lists: This is where you can manage your email subscribers.
Reports: View different metrics concerning your getresponse account performance.
Drafts: You can save templates as drafts, then edit them and use them in other Newsletters and
automation workflows.
Create: Quick link that allows you to create any Email Marketing content such as
newsletters,landing pages,autoresponders, funnels, signup forms and email campaigns.

Help: Available on the main menu. The second last link before my account. if you need help you
can send an email, manage support tickets, chat with support or find help in the knowledge
base.
My Account: Manage your account , billing info and more.

Widgets & Quick Actions: On the main dashboard page there are different editable widgets
that you can use to customize your Admin dashboard.

#3 Working with GetResponse Lists
What is a list in Get-response?
Lists contain contact information data of your subscribers, primarily, the email addresses.
Getresponse is an email marketing platform, that means that , email addresses are the primary
and mandatory information that must be provided for each subscriber.
You can learn more about lists on the documentation page here. In this part I’m only going to
show you how to add and import contacts into your list. To learn a lot  more, just read more on
the Getresponse lists help page here.
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On your new account you have a limit of 500 contacts. Once you upgrade, the limit is increased
based on your plan.

Some Info About Lists
To add contacts, view your subscribers, create another list and so on, click on Lists. On the
main menu, click on lists to manage your Lists.

On the list management page, you will see your current list. You can create more Lists if you
need to.

On the screen shot above you can see there are a lot of options such as segments, list hygiene
and so on. You can read more about them on the lists documentation page. Or leave a
comment here if you need any specific tutorial added on this guide.

You may create another list by clicking on the Create List button. This will create another list.

At the end of each list,on the right, there are more options(3 stacked dots) for managing your
list. Click on it and you will see more list management options such as : Add Contacts, Settings,
Show contacts etc. See the screenshot below.
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You can change various lists settings. Click on the 3 dots as illustrated above, then click on
settings. On the Lists setting page you can do the following:

● Rename your list.
● You can change the language for this list. This means that other automatic

communication emails will default into the language you choose. You will still need to
edit the content into your chosen language.

● Add your business logo and a link for your logo.

Under subscription settings, you can :
● Enable ; Double opt-in and notifications in case of signups.
● Change the confirmation page into a custom link.

Just click on them to view more available settings for you to change. They are pretty self
explanatory.
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Adding Contacts

There are 3 ways of adding subscribers to your List.
Number one: You can add subscribers manually, One at a time. To add contacts/ subscribers ,
click on the Add Contacts button.

Number two: You can import subscribers by uploading CSV, .TXT, .VCF, .XLSX, .ODS files. You
can also import your lists by connecting to Zendesk, Google Docs/contacts and so on. Shown in
the screenshot below:

You may also migrate your list from ActiveCampaign, Mailchimp, Aweber and ConstantContact
by uploading the exported Lists from these other email Marketing platforms.

Number three : Subscribers may opt into your list using lead collection tools such as Signup
forms and Landing pages. We’ll talk about Sign Up forms and Landing Pages later.

Add contacts / Adding subscribers manually
If you have a few subscribers, you can add them to your list manually.
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How to add a Subscriber manually:
1. On the Main menu. Click on Lists.
2. Click on the Add Contacts button.
3. Choose the List you are adding the contact to. Then add the subscriber’s Email Address

and Name.
4. If you have more fields to add, click on the link that says, Assign Custom fields. You

may add more fields such as birthday, Website url and so on. Just click on Assign
Custom Field and then choose a field from the provided list.

5. Then check the I have permission checkbox and then click on the Add Contact Button.
6. The contact will be queued for adding by Getresponse. They will check if the email is

valid before adding it to your list.

If you go back to Lists, then choose show contacts(click the 3 dots for this). You will see the new
contact(s) you added.

How to import subscribers- Getresponse
If you have exported a subscriber list from a different platform, you can import the entire
subscriber  list into your Get Response account.
To import your list, you may upload a CSV, .TXT, .VCF, .XLSX or .ODS file format.
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How to import a list:

1. Click on the ‘Add Contacts’ button.
2. If you have multiple lists, then choose a list to add the subscribers to.
3. Under, ‘How do you want to add contacts?’ , choose , Upload a file.
4. Choose a file from your computer. Select what to do with the Contacts and then check

the I have permission checkbox.
5. Finally, click Next.

The next phase involves assigning any missing fields. For instance if your upload has a field
called Business Name, you will have to assign that field or create a new field for it.
This process is pretty straight forward.
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Just click on ‘Assign Field’. Then choose a field title from the list provided. If a suitable title is
not available within the list, you can create a custom field.
To create a custom field, click on Assign Field, then click on Create Custom Field. Give the field
a name and a value. Note that the value name should NOT have white spaces.

If you do not want to import any Field/ Column. Click on Assign Field, then click on Skip and
don't import.
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Keep matching all fields and then click on import. If any field has a question mark over it, you
will not be able to import. Keep scrolling right until you match all fields.
After that, click on Import.

You may go to List settings to Show Contacts, Send a Message to subscribers and so on.
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#4 Sending Getresponse Newsletters

The next thing I want us to look at is how to work with Newsletters.
Newsletters are the actual emails you send out to your subscribers.

To create an email Newsletter, click on Menu, then Email Marketing.
Then click on the Create Newsletter button.
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Once you click on the Create Newsletter button you will need to enter various settings for your
email. These are listed below:

Email Name: This is the title of your Newsletter. The title that will be displayed on the
getresponse Email Marketing page with all your newsletters.
Linked List: This is the list connected with the newsletter. It is located under your newsletter
name. If you have multiple lists, choose the correct list.
From and Reply-To email addresses : As the name suggests, these are the email addresses
you will appear to be sending from and your subscribers may reply to respectively.
These emails can be changed.
To change them or to add more emails, go to My Account , then Email Addresses.
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Subject line: This is the email subject as seen by the e-mail recipient. Make it juicy to
encourage them to open it. You may also add a preview text.

Recipients: Who are you sending the newsletter to? You can choose all lists, a specific lists or
even segments.

Design and Content: This is the meat of your newsletter . Choose a template and add your
media and content as needed. Convey your message clearly and try to avoid automatic spam
filters.
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Tracking : You can enable different tracking metrics such as click tracking and ecommerce
tracking.

Sharing: Connect Facebook and Twitter so that you can auto share your newsletters to social
media.

When to send : You may choose to send your message Immediately or schedule it for later.
Once you have designed the email you can finally send it by clicking on send message.

Designing the Newsletter
Before you can send an email, you need to design the message.
To design the Email, click on Design Message.

The next step is choosing a template. You may choose any template and edit it.
The different types of templates are explained below:

● Predesigned templates : Ready to use templates. Choose one and edit its content.
● My templates : When you’ve designed or edited a template, you can save it and reuse it

later. Saved templates will be here.
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● Blank templates: You may decide to design your own template from scratch using the
Getresponse drag and drop editor.

● HTML editor: If you have a predesigned getresponse compatible template, you can
paste the entire HTML code here. Or you can code one yourself.

● Existing messages: These are Newsletters that have been used or you've created in the
past.

Choose a template

In this example, we’ll choose a pre-designed template. If I was doing a Getresponse video
tutorial, I would start from a Blank template.

The predesigned templates are categorised . categories are listed at the top of the templates
view.

I’ll choose the category of educate. Then choose the first template. Note that you can hover
your mouse over any template and click preview or click edit.

I will choose the first template and click on Use template.

You will land on the Drag and Drop email editor.
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In this editor you can drag in a new block element . You can duplicate, move or delete blocks
and content.

Click on any text element to edit it.

You can also change settings for any block you click on.

You can drag in sections as well. Sections are columns that can contain blocks. If you click on
sections you’ll see the different sizes of sections you can drag in.

When you hover over any section or block, you will see icons for moving it, saving it, duplicating
it or deleting it.

Once you design your email, you may save it as template or save it as draft. This is shown when
you hover over the “Save and Exit’ link on the top right corner.
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Once you’ve edited the email, click Next to go back to the email Newsletter sending page.

You can now send the Newsletter or save it as draft.
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That’s a quick overview on how to send Newsletters.

How to design email Newsletters

I will do another example to help you get familiar with the drag and drop email editor.

Follow these steps:

First I will click on Menu, then click on Email Marketing.

This time round, instead of creating a newsletter like I did above, I will create a template. The
sole purpose of this part is to help you get more familiar with the email editor interface.

Once I land on the Newsletters page, I will click on My Templates.

Then click on the Create template button.

Give the template a name then click Next. I will call mine, Sample Template.
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In the next step you need to choose a theme/ template for your email. This time round I will not
choose a predesigned template. I will choose a Blank Template.

So, click on Blank Templates. Just choose the first one (1 Column) . Click on, Use template.

We are going to see how to design the template with your email content.

You are now in the Getresponse Email designer.

Designing Elements of the Email

Below is a screenshot of the email design area. I will show you how to drag in different
elements in order to design your email.
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Add a Logo

You can add a logo in the Lists settings so that all your templates will automatically use that
uploaded logo.
However if you haven't uploaded a logo yet, click on Logo to upload one.

Once you click on the logo icon, on the right hand side, scroll to where it says show logo.
Then click on Add Image.

You can then upload an image from your computer or import one from a URL by clicking on
Upload Files.

Once you upload an image, click on it to use it as the logo.

After uploading the logo, you can add a link to it. To add a link, go to the right hand side, under
the uploaded logo, you will see a new option for, Add Link. Click on it to add your website link for
the logo.
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Feel free to look at all the other options you can change. All these can be found on the right
hand side of the editor.

Adding Sections

Sections are content rows. You need to add blocks within sections. You can drag in a section of
your choosing.There are different types of sections, 1 column, 2 column etc.

To add a section:

On the right hand side, click on Layout (located at the top).
Then click on sections.
Then drag in any section of your choosing. It depends on how you want to design your email.
Drag the section into the content area until you see the label saying, Drop here (shown in the
screenshot below).

Note:
You cannot add a section, inside of another section. You can only add a section below or above
another section. Therefore, choose the right section based on what you want to add in a specific
part of your email.
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Once you add a section, you can add blocks within it.

Adding Block content

If you look beneath sections, you will see basic blocks. Blocks are the actual content you will
add within your email. They include text, images , buttons and so on.

The following screenshot shows the current blocks available for you to use.
You normally add blocks within sections.

To add a block, click on Layout, then Basic Blocks. Then drag in the block content you’d like to
add.
For instance I will drag in a text block, followed by an image block. Then a button.
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Working with text blocks

Once you drag in a text block, The text toolbar will appear. You can select any text and change
any text settings such as font, color etc. You can change text settings using the Text toolbar
(below).

To make any text into a heading, increase its font size and make it bold.
Editing text is pretty self explanatory. Just select the text, then use the toolbar to edit it however
you want to.

There are more settings on the right hand side of the editor, such as Line spacing, padding,
background color etc. Feel free to look at them and play around with them.

Working with images

To add an image, drag in the image . Then click browse. You may use the free images from
Getresponse or upload your own.
You can add a link for the image. On the right click on Add link.
Look at all the other options available for you on the right hand side.

To create a gallery, or add multiple images, consider adding a section with multiple columns.
Then upload images into each column.
The following is an end product of 3 column section with images and a 2column section with
image blocks.
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Add a button

Finally, let’s add a button. Drag the button element where you’d like to add a clickable button.
If the button will not position itself where you want it, perhaps you should add a section , then
add the button inside the section.

To add a link and change the button text, click on it. All these button options will be on the right
hand side once you click on the button.

Change all the button options such as size color etc on the right hand side. Play around with all
the available options.
Once you’re done, click on Save and exit.

Feel free to look at all the other block elements. Read more about basic blocks here.
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.

#5 GetResponse Tutorial - Automation

The marketing Automation feature allows you to send messages automatically based on various
triggers and conditions. You will initially set these conditions when designing your automation
workflows.

Your workflow can be anything based on your marketing goals. Perhaps you want to set up a
tutorial series for a new subscriber, sending them one tutorial weekly, daily etc. Your workflow
could be based on link clicks and other conditions provided by the Get Response Automation
software. You are free to use the provided features to create simple or more advanced Email
Automations.
Read more about Automations from the official GetResponse Automation features page.

To get to Automations, click on Menu, then Automation.

The Automation Dashboard Page has the following sub items:

● Workflows : This is where your Automation Workflows will reside; you can come to this
page and manage any workflow. Workflows are sequential email series you have
created based on a combination of conditions, filters and actions.

● Automation Messages : Any email messages used in any Automation will be listed
here. You can also create messages in advance so as to use them later on in your
automation Workflows. Messages can be reused in Multiple Automations. For instance
you can pre-design a Welcome email, download give away email and so on.
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● Events: You may create events to track in your automations. Those events will also
appear here.

Creating Workflows / Types of Workflows

When you click on the Create Workflow button, you will see that there are 2 possible paths.

1. In one path you may choose to create a custom Workflow by starting from scratch. If you
have a specific automation you want to design, then this is the path to take. You will
have to choose the conditions (triggers) and filters for your emails. You will have to
decide on the conditions and actions that progress your subscriber through the
Workflow.

2. The second path is one of least resistance. In this path, you may use any pre-designed
Automation templates. Getresponse has multiple Workflow templates you can use in
creating your automation. There are multiple templates you can preview and use. They
have been categorized; so click on the categories to avoid scrolling all the way down.
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From the screenshot above, you can choose to build from scratch or to use a template.

Getresponse Automation Tutorial Example 1
Let’s create a simple Workflow from one of the provided templates.

On the Automation page, click the Create workflow button.
On the left hand side you will see different categories. Click on the Welcome category. I want to
use the Welcome new contacts template (Illustrated below)
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First, let’s preview it so that we can get an idea of the elements used in this Workflow. Click on
Preview.

When previewing a template you may click on “How does this Workflow work” to learn more
about it. For instance, click here to learn more about the template I chose above.

A brief explanation of this automation
This automation is for new subscribers who join your list by any means, such as imports, landing
pages, signup forms etc.
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Once someone enters your list, you will select a message to send them. This could be a
welcome message or a download. It depends on what you decide.
After sending the welcome message, you’ll wait 2 days and then send them another message.
After that you may even decide to add another wait element, and then wait another few days
and send them another email. Just like that, you will have an onboarding email series.

In the example above, you will see that you can add a tag to your subscriber. You can create
and assign tags to your subscribers. Maybe they opened a link or did not open the message.
Based on this action, you can tag them appropriately.

After all that, you can publish your workflow to get it into motion.

Let’s continue with our Getresponse Automation Tutorial by choosing the above template.

Setting up the WorkFlow
In the preview window shown above, click on the ’use this template’ button.

Below is a screenshot of the Automation Design page. You can use the elements on the right to
design your Workflow to be as simple or as advanced as your imagination will let you.
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You can drag the elements on the right to build your automation. Just drag an element into the
design area, and then change its properties on the right side. Click on any element to edit its
properties.

Before you can publish an automation, all its elements must be set correctly. If an element is
greyed out, it means that you need to click on it and set its properties. The property settings
must be completed for every greyed out element. For instance, in the above screenshot, you
need to select a message to be sent to your new subscribers.

An overview of Automation elements

There are 3 important categories of elements you must be familiar with; conditions, actions and
Filters.

Conditions: These are the elements you can use to trigger an automation. An example is,
subscribed via - The automation is triggered when someone subscribes on any list or on a list of
your choosing.For every condition, check its properties to see the options you have.
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Actions: These elements provide you with the steps to take once a condition is met. For
example when someone subscribes, send an email. If they click a link in that email, wait for 3
days then send them another email.
Filters: Filters work together with conditions to help you narrow down your targeting. For
example, you may use :
Amount: To specify the exact number of subscribers you want to target.
Lists : Use this to specify a specific list(s) to reach or check for duplicates in your lists.
Unique Contacts: Only send to unique contacts in case there are duplicates in your list(s).
Consent Status : With GDPR, there are consent marketing options. If you have setup GDPR

consent fields in Getresponse, then you may use this Consent filter to only target subscribers
who chose a particular field during their signup process

Note that you may use multiple conditions, actions and filters in creating your full workflow. Let
your creativity and marketing goals guide you.

Design You Getresponse Automation Workflow
After understanding the Automation Designer Interface, let us continue working with the
Workflow template we chose.

Once you've chosen a template, it is up to you to set the properties for each element. If an
element is grey, it means that you have not set its properties. In our example above we’ll click
on each element one at a time and set their property .

#1First step, Click on this element; Subscribed to any list via any method. We need to set
its properties.
Once you click on it, its properties will be displayed on the right. They are pretty self explanatory,
so go ahead and choose the options that best apply to your marketing intentions.
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We are now done with our condition. Next let’s select a message to send.

#2 Second step, click on Select a message to send. You can create a new message or you
can use a message layout from email newsletters, drafts etc. These are messages you have
used before.

If you have a newsletter you just want to edit, click on Newsletters then select the specific email
message. Next you will be asked to click a button to confirm whether you want to convert it to an
Automation message.

If you want to make your work easier, plan your automation in advance. Then go to Automation
>> Automation Messages, then design your email in advance.
When you do so, you can come into the send message property and choose the email you
designed. It will be listed under Automations.
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If you need to edit a message once it is selected, click on edit message button. On the next
page, you will go to Edit Message, click Next and then click on Update.

#3 Step 3 , click on wait to access its properties. The property settings are self explanatory.
Basically, how long do you want to wait till the next action in the series occurs?
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#4 Step 4. Just as you did in step 2, choose a message to send.
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#5 Step 5 . Tags are a way to identify your subscribers. You can create tags and assign them to
your subscribers. You may tag your subscribers based on your own marketing terms. You may
tag them based on campaigns, their behavior etc. For example, you can have a tag for active,
summer campaign, customer etc. Tags are completely reliant on your subscriber grouping
goals and objectives. Plan this in advance.You can create tags in advance,by going to Lists >>
Show Contacts >> tags . You can assign or remove a tag in the tagging properties page.

In this workflow, this is the last step. It doesn't have to be though . You may add more conditions
and actions depending on your marketing goals. Your working flow can continue growing longer.
Just drag in an element and set its properties.
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Note that when you click on any element you can delete it or a note to it as shown in the
screenshot below.

Once you're done designing the Workflow, click on save and publish.

If you go to the Automation Workflows page you will see your Automation published. You can
edit , duplicate , delete and export it.
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How to rename your Automation Workflow
Giving your Automation a helpful name is important because it will help you identify it in your
dashboard.
Let’s rename the following Workflow that has a generic name.

Click on its name to edit the Workflow. Or click on Edit (On the right hand side ).

You will end up on the Automation design page.

To rename a Workflow, click on settings (The gear icon on the Top right).

Change the name, then click OK, then save and publish or save and exit if you want it to remain
as draft.

That is the end of this getresponse Automation Tutorial. I will keep updating it in case of any
changes.
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#6 GetResponse Webinar Tutorial
You can host and record Webinars depending on your Getresponse plan. Check out the
Getresponse pricing plans here.

Create a new Webinar
On the Menu, click on Webinar.
Then Click on Create live Webinar to get started.
Give the Webinar a name. The name will be publicly viewable by anyone who lands on your
Webinar promotion page.
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Webinar Basic Settings
Next, let’s look at the Webinar Basic settings.
These are the actual details about the Webinar. Details such as the url for the Webinar, date and
time of the webinr, Agenda and the thank you page to be shown after.

Click on Add details to add the basic settings of your Webinar.

URL - This is the link you can share in your emails and social media to get people to join it. It
takes after the title of your Webinar, however, you may edit it.
Date and Time - Set the specific date and time you will hold it.
Duration - Let people know how long it will last.
Lobby message or agenda - Write something that people can read when they land on the
main page. Write a message or the agenda of what you’ll cover in your presentation.
Thank-you page - You may use a getresponse page or an external page. Click on it to view the
settings available for you.
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As shown in the screenshot above, the basic settings are pretty self explanatory. Edit the
Webinar settings to reflect your scenario.

Once you've edited the basic settings, click on Save this step.

Registration and subscription settings
This option deals with registration and subscription options such as which email to use, which
list to connect with the Webinar and other control options for your webnar.

From address : Subscribers will see that the email came from this address. You can change or
add emails by going to, My Account >> manage Account >> Email Addresses .
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Add to which list : Choose a list to work with. If people have to sign up to join, then they have
to be added to a list.
Add to Autoresponder: If you have autoresponders already created, you may add any new
Webinar subscribers to it. Choose from what point in the Autoresponder you want to add them.

Registration required: When this is enabled, if anyone visits the main Webinar page, they will
have to enter their email and name to get access to your webnar.

Password protected : You can set up a password and share it with your attendees. Those
without the password will not be able to join.

After setting up the registration and subscription settings, click on Save this step.

Then click on create to create it.

Once your Webinar is created, you can share the link and promote it on social Media, via email
Marketing etc. If you go to the Webinar page (Menu >> Webinar) you will find all the info for your
webnar and you can edit or copy the link.

For you to actually host a Webinar, you need to upgrade your account to the Plus Plan or
higher.

How to Host the Webinar
To start hosting the webinar, click on the ellipsis on the right. You can join as the presenter or as
an attendee.

Some of the things you can do are:

● Join as a Presenter /host
● Send invites via email Newsletters
● Invite guest Presenter
● View as Participant / Attendee
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To start hosting, click on Join as Presenter.
You can then go live Immediately or first of all make preparations as seen in the screenshot
below.

I will click on Prepare Event.

The following is a screenshot of the Webinar Room. Just click on any icon and learn more about
it. Once you have setup everything, click on Start Event.

It is important to prepare and test everything before the scheduled commencing time of the
Presentation.
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Below is a screenshot of the Webinar Room. All the features you need to host your presentation
are on this page.

Let’s look at some preparation settings. Most importantly you need to ensure your Audio /
Microphone and Video/ Webcam are working before you start the event.

You can check the video audio settings in the gear icon on the right.
You may also need to share your screen. Perhaps you are demonstrating code or slides. You
have to enable sharing.
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Ensure your Audio and Video is working. Click the gear icon to reveal the following options.
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Click on Menu to view more features and options available for you (screenshot below). Feel free
to join the Webinar early so that you can click these options and see what you can do with each
of them.

Once you are familiar with the options, click on start event.
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You can change the event type. Click on Webinar/ event type to choose an event type. The
following is from Getresponse:
Event type

Presenters only — private mode

Your audio and video will not be recorded. Only presenters can see and hear each other.
Available in all plans.

Webinar

Up to 10 attendees. All attendees are muted and can be manually unmuted by the presenter.

Meeting

Up to 10 attendees. All attendees are unmuted, and everyone can speak and hear each other.

Once you are ready, click on Start Event to start the Webinar.
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When you are done click on the End Event icon to end the Webinar. Look at the screenshot
below.

Choose what option to end.

That’s it for this Getresponse Webinar Tutorial. Feel free to join the Webinar early so that you
can play around with the settings and options available.
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#7 GetResponse Landing Page Tutorial
A landing page is a web page that has a single objective such as to promote a product, an
event, service or an offer, usually in exchange for the visitor’s contact information.

This Getresponse Landing page tutorial will show you how to work with the Landingpage
creator.

Let’s create a Landing page.

Click on Menu , then Landing pages.
If you want to create multiple Landingpages, you will need to upgrade your account.
Click on the Create landing page button.

Choose a template

The first step is for you to choose a template. You can choose templates based on the
categories on the left side as shown in the screenshot below.

You may use a pre-built template or you may build your landing page from scratch. With a
prebuilt template, all you need to do is edit the content and media files.

When building a Landing page from scratch, you will use the getresponse Drag and drop editor
to add in all the blocks and sections you need on your web page.

Also take note of the Thank-you pages category as highlighted below. Thank you pages, as the
name suggest are the last pages a subscriber sees after taking action. We’ll see how to create
them too ( after creating getresponse Landing Pages).
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In my case, let’s say I want to give out this free Getresponse Tutorial PDF. I will choose to build
my landing page from scratch.  Watch this in depth Getresponse landing Page Tutorial video
that I did some time back.

Step 1: Click on build from scratch.

Please note that when you choose a Build from scratch, there are multiple templates that may
have different features. So, look at the image of the template to see if it has a signup form, if
that’s something you need in your Landing page.

I will click on Build from scratch .
Then I will choose the second template as highlighted in the screenshot below.
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Step 2: This is a very important step because it lets you know if your template comes with a
Thank you page. Some templates do not. A thank you page could be used to give out an offer or
a link (if you don’t want to use an email for that).
Click on Use Select Template . If it shows you a Landing page and a Thank you page as
shown below, then give it a name and continue.
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Get the Full Getresponse Tutorial PDF here . All other topics have been covered. Click the
link to view the full Table of Contents.
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